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MEET THE TEAM
COLLEGE SUCCESS
PROGRAMS

In 2011, the Hispanic Foundation of Silicon Valley (HFSV)
published the first Silicon Valley Latino Report Card to
better understand Latinos' livelihood in Silicon Valley. The
report results provided substantial data, analysis, and
comparisons about the challenges Latinos face every day
and sharpened HFSV's mission to improve the quality of life
for Latinos in Silicon Valley through education. 

In early 2014, HFSV went into Latino neighborhoods and
asked families to participate in a survey, a project that
generated over 2,000 responses. The result of this was the
Voices of Change Report published in late 2014. The report
indicated that 40% of the participants place education as the
most important challenge, and increasing youth programs to
prevent student dropouts is the solution.

In 2016, the Hispanic Foundation College Success Programs
(HFCSP) were designed for Latinx students and parents to
increase educational performance. A one-stop hub that
encapsulates our "cradle to career" strategy, empowering
elementary, middle school, high school, and college students
and their parents to excel through education efforts. The
HFCSP helps students and parents obtain information on
college access, advice, guidance, workshops, and online
resources.

The HFCSP is run by three full-time HFSV staff. Melissa
Canela, Director of Programs, joined the team in March of
2020 and oversees all of HFSV's education and leadership
development programs. 

Karla Mondragon joined the HFCSP team as an Education
Programs Coordinator in January of 2021. She is responsible
for cultivating relationships and executing HFSV's College
Success Programs in Santa Clara County.

Mirella Maldonado joined the HFCSP team as an Education
Programs Coordinator in September of 2021 and is focusing
on fostering and expanding outreach for our programs in
San Mateo County. 
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CRADLE TO CAREER
LATINOS IN TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE
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College

High
School

Grades
6-8

Grades
K-5

Parent 
Education

Latinos in Technology Scholarship Program
Career Coaching Programs |

Summer STEM Internships
      Students, Conexiones Mentorship Program

Empowered

College Prep Workshops | 
Girls Math Club | 

Quetzal Mama
Calculus Roundtable

Coding | 
Algebra 1 Proficiency | 
Math & Science | 

Girls Who Code
Elevate Math

Reading Proficiency |
Science and Literacy | 
Math and Science | 

 Springboard Collaborative
Science is Elementary

 Calculus Roundtable

Parent Education Academy | 

Digital Literacy - Aprendizaje Digital | 

Family Engagement 
Institute, Parent Institute for Quality Education, 
United Through Education - Familias Unidas

HOLA!
South Bay
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2,146 6,484 1,812
Total participants served 

in 2021 - 2022 
Total repeat visits Total graduated participants

School Year Summary: 2021 - 2022

2021 - 2022 School Year Milestones

PROGRAM SUMMARY
The Hispanic Foundation College Success Program's (HFCSP) primary objectives are to contribute
to higher high school and college graduation rates, improve college readiness, increase student and
parent knowledge about the college journey, grow the number of students that attend college, and
increase the number of Latinos employed in the STEM industry. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a devastating impact on our Latinx community. It is clear at this
early stage of the crisis that the impact on low-income Latino students is significant and could have
long-lasting, detrimental effects in the long run.

We have accomplished a total “pivot” to webinar platforms to continue providing essential services
to our community. These are some lessons learned: Latino families are eager and ready to access
more resources virtually. As an example, parents participating in our Parent Education Academies
use mostly smartphones to access webinars and have been active participants in these sessions.
They want more for them and their children! 

In efforts to continue to provide services and programs to our Latinx community amidst the COVID-
19 pandemic, The HFCSP continues the initiative of maintaining our traditionally in-person
education excellence programs to an online platform. The HFCSP Team is actively collaborating
with our program partners and outreaching to the community to provide virtual programming for
elementary, middle school, and high school students, as well as their parents. 
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84% graduation rate across all programs!
Served 2,000+ families -- the most since the beginning of HFSV's college success
programs.
Increased San Mateo County participants by 63%.
Successfully returned to in-person / hybrid student programming since early 2020.
Launched our first-ever coding clubs in San Mateo County.
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Parent Education Academy | Family Engagement Institute 

FEI Participant Breakdown 
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nt
s

455 311

The Family Engagement Institute (FEI)
provides opportunities and inspires
aspirations that promote college identity,
access, retention, and completion for first
generation students and families. 

This year FEI offered parent classes with a
focus on: the transition beyond COVID-19;
nurturing mutual support between students,
families and educators; understanding
socioemotional and academic well being of
racially and linguistically diverse students;
practicing 21st century learning skills:
collaboration, communication, creativity,
critical thinking, and courage; and honoring
identity and cultural capital through first
generation college stories.

Breakthrough Silicon Valley
Downtown College Prep 
KIPP Esperanza
KIPP Excelencia
KIPP Valiant

Schools Served: 
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94%
of parents have set
expectations for their
adolescent(s) to go to
college, after
participating in FEI. 
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Parent Education Academy | Parent Institute for Quality Education

The Parent Institute for Quality Education (PIQE)
provides families with the knowledge and skills needed
to work with schools to ensure their child achieves. In
addition, a STEM two-lesson curriculum educates
parents on the importance of helping their children
build a strong foundation in math and science. 

Parents learn the meaning of STEM and recognize the
importance of fostering careers in these areas. They
learn fun and interactive ways to teach their children
about STEM concepts in their everyday lives. The
curriculum also stresses how parents can cultivate
their children’s interests towards a STEM career.

PIQE Participant Breakdown

 P
ar

en
ts

Andrew Hill HS
Bridges Academy
Foothill HS 
James Lick HS
McKinley ES
Mt. Pleasant HS
Oakgrove HS
Overfelt HS
Silver Creek HS
Wilcox HS
Yerba Buena HS

Schools Served: 
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469 364

of families reported
encouraging their
students to pursue a
college education after
participating in the
PIQE program.

96%
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Parent Education Academy | Familias Unidas - United 
Through Education

Familias Unidas, United Through Education
builds better communities through the
education of the whole family.

United Through Education offers family-based
classes with a focus on reading, math, science,
technology, health, and arts to create a healthy
community with a passion for lifelong learning
and development throughout San Mateo
County.

Their unique curriculum emphasizes the
importance of parent-child relationship building
and prioritizes maximizing opportunities for
parents to learn about how their children learn
at school and how they can replicate that at
home as well.

Familias Unidas Participant Breakdown

 P
ar

en
ts Hoover Elementary

Adelante Selby Elementary
North Fair Oaks Community
Members
Redwood City School
District

Schools Served: 
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Parent Education Academy | Aprendizaje Digital

The Grow With Google Digital Literacy
class, led by the HOLA Google ERG is a
Spanish led workshop for adults seeking
to further their computer skills. Through
the class, the participants learned how to
use gmail, apply for jobs, translate search
results to Spanish, and other useful tools
to enhance their lives. Not only do the
participants learn useful skills, but they
are given a sense of confidence and
pride knowing they can navigate
technology and are more digitally literate
than before.
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Aprendizaje Digital Participant Breakdown

KIPP Parent Network
DCP Parent Networks
TFHE Parent Network
Los Altos Parent Networks
Redwood City School District
Parent Network

Schools Served: 
HFSV Parent Network

6161

of parents who participated
in this workshop felt they
gained a sense of
confidence and pride
knowing they could navigate
technology and that they are
more digitally literate than
before. 

91%
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Literacy Comprehension | Springboard Collaborative
Springboard Collaborative closes the
literacy gap by helping students learn to
read before the 4th grade. The HFSV
partners with Springboard Collaborative to
accelerate student learning in the Alum
Rock Union School District and combats
the learning loss associated with the
COVID-19 pandemic. 

Their Family Education Learning
Accelerator methodology drives results and
powers all of Springboard’s program
offerings. Springboard Learning
Accelerators (SLA) provides the structure
and support educators and families need to
set and achieve reading goals. 

Over a 5- to 10-week period, SLAs help
students boost reading skills while also
strengthening family-educator
relationships.
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Springboard Collaborative Participant Breakdown

McCollum Elementary
School
Ryan STEAM Academy
Hubbard Media Arts
Academy
Russo/McEntee
Academy

Schools Served: 

120

Student’s independent
mastery of reading
strategies increased by  

on average across four
categories: accuracy and
decoding, fluency,
comprehension, and
engagement and stamina.

23 PERCENTAGE 
POINTS

https://www.hfsv.org/education-excellence/
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Science is Elementary

PROGRAM UPDATE
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Science is Elementary provides high quality,
culturally sensitive science experiments and
literature activities that emphasize the
importance of STEM in elementary school
and highlight parental involvement in their
child's learning.

Science is Elementary provides our families
with the opportunity to learn about science
and reading at home by creating packets that
include a story time book, parent guide, and
all necessary materials to conduct the
experiment featured in the children's book. 

After reading together, students and parents
put what they learned to the test by making
observations and conducting an experiment
on their own! 
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Hoover Elementary
Schools Served: 

75

Student Participation Breakdown: 
North Fair Oaks Community
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Coding Club | Girls Who Code 

Girls Who Code Participant Breakdown

# of Participants # of Graduates
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The Girls Who Code Club is designed to bring
girls to the forefront of STEM education and
achievement. The curriculum is designed to
engage girls of varying computer science
backgrounds. 

The girls develop teamwork, time
management, confidence, and a plethora of
other skills that will build their confidence in
STEM. 

The curriculum is developed to have the girls
learn computer science by exploring their
own interests, ultimately using code to solve a
problem and create something new.
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Breakthrough Silicon
Valley 
Bridges Academy
Costaño Elementary
KIPP Heartwood 
KIPP Heritage 
KIPP Prize Preparatory
Academy
KIPP Valiant

Schools Served: 

92130

81%
increase in students
feeling confident or very
confident in
understanding new
things about science,
technology, engineering
or mathematics. 
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PROGRAM UPDATE
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Math Proficiency | SV[e]F Elevate Math 

The goal of Elevate [Math] is to increase the
number of students passing and meeting
Common Core math standards in their next-
level math class, to get them on a path for
college and career success. 

Elevate [Math] 3-8 are 19-day summer
intervention programs that provide 75 hours
of research-based Common Core math
instruction to rising 3rd-8th grade students. 

Elevate [Math] 9-10+ are 24-day summer
intervention programs that provide 125 hours
of Common Core math instruction to rising
9th-10th+ grade students.
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Elevate Math Participant Breakdown

Alum Rock Union School District
Bayshore School District
Downtown College Preparatory
Franklin -McKinley School District 
Menlo Park School District
Redwood City School District
South San Francisco School District
Voices: Franklin McKinley School
District

Schools Served: 

# of Participants
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300

169%
increase in students
from Alum Rock Union
School District (grades
3-8), who met or
increased their math
standards. 
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PROGRAM UPDATE
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Coding Class | Calculus Roundtable

Think Like a Game Designer brings
coding to life. Students learn what its like
to build a game and work for a gaming
company. Students learn the basics of
game development while learning
multiple programming languages at the
heart of Silicon Valley's most sought after
skills. Students work with and visit
gaming companies, learn to creatively
integrate technology; mingle with
industry leaders and have a fun time
learning math and science.
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Calculus Roundtable Participant Breakdown

Bridges Academy
McKinley ES

Schools Served: 

3131

47%
was the average math
confidence rating of
students after Girls
Math Club. 

Note: Pre-surveys were not
conducted by program partner.
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PROGRAM UPDATE
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College Readiness | Quetzal Mama

Dr. Roxanne Ocampo is the CEO of
Quetzal Mama - a college admission
coaching practice for Latinx students.
Through the College Essay Bootcamp,
12th-grade students will receive a
specified, interactive, and culturally
relevant approach to completing their UC
college applications. 

Dr. Ocampo also provided tailored
workshops on different components of the
college application process, such as UC
Activities, UC Personal Insight Questions,
UC Transfer Writing Prompts, and
Scholarship Writing Strategies.

Quetzal Mama Participant Breakdown

Carlmont High School
East Side Union High School
District 
Latino College Preparatory
Academy
Latino Education Advancement
Foundation
Luis Valdez Leadership Academy
Roberto Cruz Leadership Academy
Sequoia High School
Tide Academy
Woodside High School

Schools Served: 
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78%
of students
demonstrated an
increase in their
knowledge of college
requirements.
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PARENT SPOTLIGHT BLOG 
EVA HEREDIA
Eva is a proud mother of two daughters and is heavily involved in her
daughters’ schools and in local community advocacy. Eva has roots in
Oaxaca and Mexico City, MX. Her youngest daughter will embark on
her high school journey as a freshman, and her eldest is a rising high
school senior who has begun her college application process looking
to pursue a career in Criminal Justice. Eva is excited about her
daughter’s intended major because there is not a lot of Latina
representation in that field. Like many first gen families, paying for
college is one of their biggest challenges right now but she is grateful
to receive HFSV’s monthly parent newsletter where she can find
scholarship opportunities for her daughter. 

Eva has participated in almost every single Parent Education
Academy (PEA) program that HFSV has to offer! This includes
Aprendizaje Digital, Parent Institute for Quality Education (PIQE), and
Family Engagement Institute (FEI) at Foothill College. Additionally,
her eldest daughter participates in Quetzal Mama college prep
workshops and her youngest has graduated from Girls Who Code
coding clubs. 

Her favorite PEA program was PIQE because she gained valuable
knowledge on the requirements and process for college, how to best
support her daughter to make sure she’s on track, and learning about
different resources and types of financial aid. Eva shared how special
and important our parent programs were for her, especially during
the pandemic, because it was a safe space where she and other
parents could vent. Parents were able to learn from one another and
have open discussions about how to communicate with their kids and
how to best guide them during their adolescence.

During the pandemic when everything went virtual she recognized
the crucial need to know how to be digital. “The resources that you
gave us helped us. It is as if they gave us the tools we needed to be
able to help our family in moments where they needed us most.”

"We live in Silicon Valley where we are at the center of technology,"
says Eva. She believes that there needs to be a focus to teach our
students, especially our Latina students, to pursue a career in STEM
to bring in more representation into the big tech companies in our
cities. Eva encourages her daughters to think about a career in tech
because she recognizes how many open seats there are at the table
that Latinos are not taking over. She believes that it’s time to show
that Latinos are capable of so much and sometimes all we need is to
see other Latinos in those spaces where we can see ourselves work to
get there.

County of Santa Clara Parent

https://www.hfsv.org/education-excellence/
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 PARENT SPOTLIGHT BLOG 

"Hello, my name is Griselda (Gris) Borgo, and I am from Guadalajara,
Mexico. In my family we are three: my husband, my daughter, and me.
My daughter is 8 years old and is in the third grade attending Orion
Elementary School in Redwood City. I work cleaning homes, but in
Mexico, I studied Psychology at the University of Guadalajara and
practiced as a Child Psychologist. I have the aspiration that one day I
will return to practice Psychology here in the United States, it does
not matter if I am old, I have the hope that I will achieve my goal one
day.

I started taking Familias Unidas courses three years ago when my
daughter entered kindergarten. I have also participated in several
Digital Learning workshops and Science is Elementary experiments
with my daughter. For me, it is important to keep learning. Everything
I have learned from the Hispanic Foundation programs has been very
useful and the topics that were covered were more important in these
times with the pandemic. Day by day everything is changing the
school system, computers and applications. With Aprendizaje Digital
I have learned how to manage these changes and with Familias
Unidas I have learned Mathematics, Science, Literature, Health,
information on community events, and resources to cope with the
pandemic.

Sometimes as a parent you feel alone but with the Familias Unidas
community you feel more united. After taking this program I felt more
confident in going to be involved in my daughter's class to see what
she was learning and to be able to support her. I also learned how to
read my daughter's qualifications and how to communicate
effectively with teachers. The Science is Elementary activities that we
did on behalf of Familias Unidas helped my daughter a lot, in raising
her interest and curiosity in Science and other topics. This would not
be possible without the support of the Hispanic Foundation and
Familias Unidas. 

Thank you!"

- Griselda Borgo
 
 

GRISELDA BORGO
County of San Mateo Parent
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INVESTORS
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